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Abstract
This article is an empirical exploration of how ethical trade organisations draw on and appropriate in their communication
the moral repertoire of ethical trade. Theoretically, it employs the notion of the “dialectics of care” to examine the tactics
used in ethical trade communication to reconcile care for oneself and one’s close ones with care for distant producers.
Empirically, this article is based on the discourse-theoretical analysis of two interviews with the representatives of Polish
ethical trade organisations: (1) a fair trade firm, Pizca del Mundo, and (2) an NGO, the Institute for Global Responsibility.
The analysis finds that ethical trade organisations seek to harmonise care for distant producers with the interests of the
Polish public through (1) embedding it into the discourse of product quality, or (2) linking it to care for oneself, one’s family
and society while raising awareness of the global interconnectedness.
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1. Introduction
This article is an empirical exploration of how two eth-
ical trade organisations in Poland draw on the moral
repertoire of ethical trade in their communication. It pro-
poses and employs the notion of the “dialectics of care”
to investigate how care, understood as an ethical and
emotional concern for others (Silk, 1998; Smith, 1998),
is conceptualised and negotiated in ethical trade com-
munication to reconcile individuals’ own interests and
the interests of their family members with the interests
of distant producers. This is important, because ethical
trade stems from the recognition of the shortcomings
of the current North–South trade that is devised to sat-
isfy Northern consumers’ perceived need for the lowest
possible prices at the cost of driving Southern producers
into ever-direr poverty (see Miller, 2003). To remedy the
situation, ethical trade proposes a wide set of initiatives
that are aimed at reconstructing global trade as a web of
more just and equitable relationships (Hudson&Hudson,
2003; Raynolds & Bennett, 2015). Here, the underlying
assumption is that the late-capitalist economic and trade
systems are neither natural nor absolute. Rather, they
are constructed and, therefore, open for renegotiation.
Translating structural efforts into moral terms, ethi-
cal trade attempts to reclaim trade as a nexus of rela-
tionships among human actors in the context of global
commodity chains in which human labour figures only as
an “inanimate” aspect of production (Smith, 1998, p. 20).
This is done, I propose, through communication, broadly
conceived as a “symbolic process whereby reality is pro-
duced, maintained, repaired, and transformed” (Carey,
2008, p. 19). In this view, communication is not about
mere transmission of information andmessages via tech-
nology. Instead, communication is also performative: it
creates a specific vision of the world and―throughmedi-
ation rather than transmission (Silverstone, 2002)―calls
into being subjects willing to inhabit this world. Build-
ing on that, I approach ethical trade communication as
a project of moral education geared towards rendering
the predicament of distant producers as being worthy of
attention, emotion and action (see Chouliaraki, 2008).
While the moral outlook proposed by ethical trade
communication is a complex combination of various dis-
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positions, this article chooses to concentrate on care in
order to add more nuance to studies of ethical trade
that are usually concerned with normative ruminations
on the idea and practices of ethical trade (e.g., Adams
& Raisborough, 2011; Archer & Fritsch, 2010; Goodman,
2004; Low & Davenport, 2005; Popke, 2006). Valuable as
these studies are, they engage in theoretically guided em-
pirical analyses of communication only to a limited ex-
tent. The research that looks at ethical trade communi-
cation, in its turn, zooms in on fair trade marketing and
advertising, and revels in critical readings of representa-
tions deployed therein (e.g., Ramamurthy, 2012; Varul,
2008; Wright, 2004). Against this background, this study
turns the spotlight away from both the normative as-
sessments of ethical trade and the content of communi-
cation. Instead, it spotlights organisations as key actors
in ethical trade and focuses on their role as mediators
between producers and consumers, the role that Touri
(2016) sees as only emerging.
This is important insofar as cultivating a cosmopoli-
tan attitude among the Northern public has proved to
be a thorny issue, not least because a singular “North-
ern” public does not exist. By zooming in on ethical
trade in Poland, a country located in the periphery of
the “North” and on the outskirts of the international
research on ethical trade, I intend to signal the prob-
lem with the essentialising “horizontal” metageography
of ethical trade. Using the quasi-geographical imaginary
to organise the consumers’ knowledge of the world (see
Lewis & Wigen, 1997), ethical trade draws an equatorial
axis between the hemisphere of consumption, wealth
and privilege (Global North), and the hemisphere of pro-
duction, poverty and deprivation (Global South). Even if
we leave aside the crucial issue of stigmatisation of the
essentialised “South” and its people (e.g., Dogra, 2012),
the homogenising image of the “North” is also problem-
atic in that it overlooks the traditional vertical division
that splits the “North” into “West” and “East”. With that
in mind, I seek to show how ethical trade organisations
relentlessly discursively rework the idea of a suppos-
edly wealthy and benevolent “Global North” to accom-
modate Polish society’s deeply internalised self-image
as “Eastern” and underdeveloped (see Grzymski, 2010;
Kuus, 2004). In this context, every call for interest in, or
action on behalf of, distant producers demands justifica-
tion in the eyes of a society that considers itself poor and
subordinate (Popow, 2015; Törquist-Plewa, 2002). In rela-
tion to that, I analyse the “dialectics of care”, inspired by
Miller’s (2001) “dialectics of shopping”, in ethical trade
communication. Namely, I examine how ethical trade
organisations negotiate in their communication among
competing individual, local and distant interests in order
to reach Polish society.
With all that in mind, I pose the following research
question: How do ethical trade organisations negotiate
between the interests of Southern producers and Polish
society in their communication? Empirically, I concen-
trate on two interviews conducted with the representa-
tives of (1) a fair trade family business, Pizca del Mundo,
and (2) an NGO promoting a human-rights-based ap-
proach to development, the Institute for Global Respon-
sibility (IGR). I selected these interviews from a larger
pool of ethnographic and social media material due to
their divergent rhetoric and the contrasting means of ac-
tion they propose, whereby they typify two distinct ap-
proaches to ethical trade communication: while Pizca del
Mundo’s communication centres on the caring business
relationship between producers and the firm itself, the
IGR views trade within the web of global interconnected-
ness that envelops both producers and consumers (see
Polynczuk-Alenius, 2018a). Given the very different sta-
tuses of the organisations, it is crucial to note at the out-
set that my objective is neither to compare nor norma-
tively evaluate their communication approaches.
In what follows, I firstly discuss the notion of the di-
alectics of care in the context of ethical trade. Secondly,
I present an overview of the empirical material and the
discourse-theoretical approach used in the analysis. In
the following sections, I review the empirically identified
articulations of the dialectics of care, and discuss the
oppositions and alliances charted in these articulations.
Subsequently, I link the findings to the different visions
of an individual subject as constructed and addressed by
ethical trade organisations. Finally, in conclusion, I point
out some contributions that the present article seeks to
make to media and communication studies.
2. The Dialectics of Care in Ethical Trade
I conceptualise ethical trade as the North-South trade
that recognises itself as amediated relationship between
human actors and is, as such, governed by moral prin-
ciples (see Goodman, 2004). In global trade, production
and consumption have been “radically separated” by an
ever-growing physical, economic and moral distance be-
tween producers and consumers (Archer & Fritsch, 2010,
p. 111). In effect, the interdependence between the af-
fluence in the North and the poverty in the South is
erased, as are the processes that cause and deepen the
inequalities between the hemispheres (see Tomlinson,
2011). Ethical trade is aimed at reclaiming connections
between producers and consumers in the hope of sub-
stantially improving the situation of poor and underpriv-
ileged working people in the South (see Freidberg, 2003,
p. 30). Largely, this reclaiming is done through communi-
cation, understood as moral education geared towards
rendering the predicament of Southern producers wor-
thy of public attention and action (see Chouliaraki, 2008).
In theorising ethical trade communication as moral
education, I lean on Silverstone’s (2002, p. 761) defini-
tion of mediation as a “transformative [communication]
process in which the meaningfulness and value of things
are constructed” (see also Carey, 2008). In the same
vein, ethical trade communication seeks to re-establish
among consumers the moral commitment of care, de-
fined as both rationally and emotionally motivated con-
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cern and support for distant producers (see Milligan &
Wiles, 2010; Popke, 2006), in order to elicit society’s sup-
port for the cause (see Barnett, Cloke, Clarke, &Malpass,
2005; Tomlinson, 1999). In doing so, ethical trade com-
munication retells the story of how North and South are
inextricably connected and how they depend on each
other in the global division of labour and elaborate mar-
ket relations (see Calhoun, 2002; Pirotte, 2007; Popke,
2006). Here, the foundational premise is that care is con-
tingent on the mediated familiarity with, and knowledge
of, distant others (see Corbridge, 1993; Smith, 1998). Silk
(1998, p. 168) describes thismodel of care as “third party
beneficence”, whereby the communication flows of me-
diated content from content producers to content con-
sumers trigger an action directed at a distant context.
Tying all this together, the care proposed by ethi-
cal trade communication is cosmopolitan because it ex-
tends beyond the realm of proximate relationships with
significant others towards indirect and impersonal rela-
tions with distant producers (Raghuram, Madge, & Nox-
olo, 2009; Tomlinson, 1999). Crucially, however, care is
not a unidirectional relation akin to charity (Silk, 1998).
Rather, caring relationships acknowledge the agency of
Southern producers in both shaping their own lives and
influencing global trade (see Polynczuk-Alenius, 2018b),
especially so in the context of global interconnectedness
and interdependence (Popke, 2006; Raghuram et al.,
2009). Caring relationships should also understand that
the higher price set for ethical products is not benevo-
lence, but an attempt at justice and fairness under the
inequitable conditions of global trade. This call for care
as universal justice and fairness might unwillingly pit
the interests of distant producers against partiality to-
wards close ones (see Corbridge, 1993; Friedman, 1991;
Silk, 1998; Smith, 1998). My approach to care, enacted
through the mundane practices of consumption (Raghu-
ram et al., 2009), is inspired by Miller’s (2001) “dialectics
of shopping” and tries to capture the tension in ethical
trade communication.
The dialectics of shopping recasts buying as an in-
herently moral domain in which one expresses a posi-
tion towards the world and its peoples, both proximate
and distant (Miller, 2001, p. 111). In Miller’s view, eth-
ical consumption is subject to haggling between caring
for one’s close ones, especially family members, and car-
ing for Southern producers as distant strangers. On the
one hand, caring for one’s family demands careful invest-
ment of household resources in value-for-money prod-
ucts (Miller, 2001, p. 126). On the other hand, caring for
distant strangers entails purchasing ethically produced
goods that are beneficial for producers, but usually more
expensive for consumers (Miller, 2001, p. 134).
Ethical trade organisations need to bemindful of this
tension and continuously address it in their communica-
tion. Here, it is essential to note that while care is an
attitude enacted by ethical trade organisations and pro-
posed to consumers, the dialectics of care refers to delib-
erate communication tactics oriented towards the har-
monising reconfiguration between care for oneself and
close ones, and care for Southern producers as distant
strangers. This reconfiguration is often achieved by em-
phasising global interdependence and interconnected-
ness (see Calhoun, 2002; Raghuram et al., 2009). In other
words, care for distant strangers is often anchored in care
for some significant others as well (see Barnett et al.,
2005; Smith, 1998, p. 24). In the remainder of this arti-
cle I look at how two Polish ethical trade organisations
engage in the dialectics of care in conceptualising their
communication practices.
3. Discourse-Theoretical Interview Analysis
Empirically, this article is based on the analysis of two
interviews with the representatives of ethical trade or-
ganisations in Poland. Crucially, echoing the mediation
theory (see Silverstone, 2002, 2005), I posit that commu-
nication is shaped by the social context in which it is car-
ried out. The contours of ethical trade communication
in Poland are, then, marked by the prevalent disinterest
in, and indifference to, the consequences of consump-
tion (see Boenning, 2009; Koszewska, 2011; Paliwoda-
Matiolańska, 2014). This attitude is manifest not only in
the minuscule sales of fair trade products totalling some
8 million euros (personal communication with Fairtrade
Polska, 2018), but also in a general moral acceptabil-
ity of unethical products (Paliwoda-Matiolańska, 2014,
p. 1209). In addition, the level of consumer activism is
one of the lowest in Europe, engaging less than 20 per
cent of the population (Stolle & Micheletti, 2013, p. 97).
With all that in mind, the interviews focused on commu-
nication as a means of engaging consumers with ethi-
cal trade and morally educating them to care for South-
ern producers.
The first interview was conducted with Aga, the
owner of the first Polish fair trade brand, Pizca del
Mundo. Here, it is crucial to note that I do not equate
fair trade with ethical trade. Rather, I regard fair trade as
one of the “subtypes” of ethical trade that explicitly has
to do with the provision of products: “Fairtrade is an al-
ternative approach to conventional trade and is based on
a partnership between producers and consumers” (Fair-
trade International, 2018). As a brand, Pizca del Mundo
was established in 2012 by a firm that has been operat-
ing as a distributor of fair trade products on the Polish
market since 2005. By importing fair trade ingredients di-
rectly from the certified Southern producers, the brand
offers their ethical products at accessible prices. The firm
is also a member of a range of associations whose goal
is to promote fair trade and educate Polish consumers
about global trade.
The second interview was conducted with Tomasz,
a representative of an NGO, the IGR. Unlike Pizca del
Mundo, which is directly involved in trade, the IGR con-
centrates on advocacy, campaigning and global educa-
tion. Although the IGR is not formally part of the ethical
trade movement, many of the issues that it deals with
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overlap with the themes of ethical trade, including tax
justice, bilateral trade agreements and investment part-
nerships. The IGR combines these concerns with other
issues related to global interdependence in a bid to “pro-
mote global solidarity and raise awareness about our
shared responsibility for the world” (IGR, 2016).
Mindful of the conflictual potential of care that
puts at stake the allocation of emotional and mate-
rial resources among various groups (Milligan & Wiles,
2010; Mouffe, 2005; Popke, 2006), I chose discourse
theory as an appropriate analytical approach for study-
ing the interviews (for contributions on discourse the-
ory in media and communication studies see Carpen-
tier, 2017; Carpentier & De Cleen, 2007; Carpentier &
Spinoy, 2008). Discourse theory approaches discourse
broadly as “a differential ensemble of signifying se-
quences in which meaning is constantly renegotiated”
(Torfing, 1999, p. 85). This openness is due to the per-
manently unfinished nature of the social and to the rad-
ical unfixity of discourses (Carpentier, 2017). Meaning
can be partially and temporarily stabilised via “nodal
points” (Howarth, 1998), and disrupted and renegoti-
ated through articulatory practices that establish “a re-
lation among elements such that their identity is mod-
ified as a result of the articulatory practice” (Laclau &
Mouffe, 1985, p. 105; see also Howarth, 1998). Crucially,
discourse constructs not only the meaning of social real-
ity, but also subjects to inhabit it (see Carpentier & De
Cleen, 2007).
If, applying this frame to the present study, ethi-
cal trade communication is treated as a voluminous dis-
course of moral education that strives to construct its
desired subjects, then care is a signifier always already
open for rearticulation. With that in mind, I examined
the empirical material at three different levels, loosely
based on the approach outlined by Carpentier (2017).
Firstly, I analysed the dialectics of care deployed by the
representatives of ethical trade organisations. Secondly,
I identified the relationships (oppositions and alliances)
implied in these articulations of the dialectics of care
(see Carpentier & Spinoy, 2008, pp. 11–13). Thirdly, I in-
vestigated the subject positions constructed for the re-
cipients by Pizca del Mundo’s and the IGR’s communi-
cation (see Carpentier & De Cleen, 2007; Carpentier &
Spinoy, 2008).
Importantly, the analysis of this micro-set of empir-
ical material was macro-contextual (see Carpentier &
Spinoy, 2008). In other words, the interviews were situ-
ated in the wider context of my year-long ethnographic
engagement with the ethical trade movement in Poland
and Finland. My involvement ranged from performing
voluntary work for the organisations to participating in
a variety of events, such as workshops and demonstra-
tions, to informal conversations and fully fledged inter-
views with their representatives, to netnographic partic-
ipant observation and administration of Facebook fan
pages linked to these organisations, to formal and in-
formal communication with ethical consumer activists.
Such a deep and prolonged immersion in the movement
provided me with the insight into communication prac-
tices and conceptualisations that constitutes the empir-
ical macro-context of this article. I selected the two in-
terviews analysed here due to their radically different
rhetoric, especially concerning the means of altering the
unjust structures of global trade. The findings presented
here, though, can be considered illustrative of wider ten-
dencies also identifiable in other ethical trade organisa-
tions that I was engaged with during my fieldwork (see
Polynczuk-Alenius, 2018a).
4. Renegotiating Care
In this section, I discuss the articulations of the dialec-
tics of care that underlie the communication practices
of Pizca del Mundo and the IGR. I begin by presenting
Pizca del Mundo’s tactic of embedding care for produc-
ers into the discourse of product quality. Then, I turn to
the IGR’s idea of interlocking care for producerswith care
for oneself, one’s family and society through forging con-
nections within the web of the global interdependence.
4.1. Teetering Between Quality and Care
Pizca del Mundo’s communication continuously juggled
consumers’ self-care and/or care for their families and
the firm’s care for Southern producers. While the former
was catered for by emphasising product quality (see Levi
& Linton, 2003; Low & Davenport, 2005), care for pro-
ducers enacted by the firm was tightly hooked into the
business context of “[fair trade] as trade based on the
fact that somebody produces and others buy…Not on a
principle that somebody is better, somebody is worse,
somebody is poorer, wealthier, whatever”. Thus, care
for producers was articulated as an inextricable compo-
nent of the fair trading relationship between equal part-
ners, not as benevolence extended towards objectified
victims passively awaiting help and salvation (see Good-
man, 2010).
Care was also described both as emanating from
within the fair trade actors and as embedded in, and ex-
tended through, the certification schemes. For Pizca del
Mundo, engagement in fair trade was at first not a con-
scious tie to an organisation or movement, but an intu-
itive business ethos: “When we were doing [fair trade]
intuitively, we knew that it was something we wanted to
do…But we did not know that somebody had named it
already, that there were any functional solutions”. How-
ever, as their network of trading partnerships, not all of
which can be personal and intimate, had been growing,
Pizca del Mundo benefitted from care guaranteed by for-
mal certifications. In other words, certificates testify to
the fact that producer organisations adhere to the fair
trade principles, thereby serving Pizca del Mundo as in-
stitutionalised extensions of care.
As mentioned above, the consumer demand for fair
trade products in Poland is very low, and Pizca delMundo
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is acutely aware of this. Hence, the firm’s primary strat-
egy was to attract consumers from the growing “spe-
ciality coffee” segment who might buy fair trade as a
corollary of their interest in premium-quality products:
“I think that if someone chooses the products that we
sell, it is because: (a) they are good quality, (b) they are
organic, maybe (c) they are fair trade, and maybe even
because they are pretty....Certainly, [fair trade] is not the
main criterion” (see Radziukiewicz, 2013).
In the pursuit of quality, the firm nevertheless prag-
matically assessed the taste preferences and financial ca-
pacities of Polish consumers who still valued affordabil-
ity more than superior quality (see Radziukiewicz, 2013;
Szubska-Włodarczyk & Paszko, 2012). Here, it is impor-
tant to bear in mind that due to fair trade’s late arrival
on the market at the beginning of the twenty-first cen-
tury, Polish consumers are untainted by an experience
of the low-quality “solidarity coffee” that the discourse
of quality in fair trade marketing often seeks to remedy
(Renard, 2003).
Moreover, a limit to quality was marked by the fi-
nancial security and well-being of Southern producers to
which Pizca del Mundo aimed to contribute. The limita-
tions placed on the pursuit of quality by care for the pro-
ducers’ welfare were particularly palpable in the disre-
gard for direct trade as an alternative to fair trade: “If
the only criterion we care about is that the coffee is
very good, then [direct trade] is a neat solution, because
you are not tied to a producer whose coffee might turn
out worse in a given year”. In contrast to direct trade,
one of the cardinal objectives of Pizca del Mundo was
to support producers within equal and long-lasting part-
nerships. Thus, in the case of a less successful crop, the
fair sourcing of commodities from the producers in the
South would take precedence over the commercial im-
perative to sell a high-quality product to satisfy gourmet
consumers in the North.
All in all, in terms of the objectives set for Pizca
del Mundo’s communication, the firm cared for, and at-
tended to, the conscious needs of personally known pro-
ducers as business subjects, rather than to an unacknowl-
edged need of anonymous Polish consumers to be ed-
ucated and moralised (see Boenning, 2009). Thus, the
selling of products was communicatively prioritised over
the conventional postulate of fair trade communication
to “shorten the distance” and sensitise consumers to
the predicament of producers. As Aga put it: “Of course
we can organise photo exhibitions, lectures andwhatnot.
But I know [the producers] personally, and they could not
care less whether we organise a meeting here, because
they want to sell products”. Having said that, Pizca del
Mundo still engaged in raising consumer awareness, but
to a lesser extent than it did in marketing.
4.2. Forging Caring Connections
The IGR is an example of an ethical trade organisation
whose objective is to influence the structural relation-
ships between the Global South and Global North in a
way that empowers and emancipates the former. The
principle guiding such efforts is global justice, which
Miller (2001, p. 134) describes as “macro-scale care”.
From the IGR’s point of view, the necessary changes can
only be realised through and within the political process,
thereby downplaying the role of individual consumption
(see Maniates, 2002). Rather than endorsing ethical con-
sumption, the representative of the IGR dismissed it as
a utopic and exclusive proposition, in the Polish con-
text attainable “only for the rich” (see Boenning, 2009;
Koszewska, 2011). Thus, the IGR’s communication linked
care for distant strangers to more inclusive political activ-
ities, such as petitioning and participation in happenings
and demonstrations. Yet, the extreme reluctance in Pol-
ish society towards politics demanded that the political
character of such actions be veiled in the IGR’s commu-
nication: “We do not call it political activity, although it
is indeed political, but in Poland the majority is afraid of
politics, deflects from it...Rather, we communicate it as
civic actions”.
The IGR’s operations were highly reliant on public
support and mobilisation. My interviewee regarded the
IGR’s communication efforts as being impeded by the
complexity of the “neo-colonial” economic exploitation:
the provenance and structure of the economic oppres-
sion in the South were not only difficult to present in an
accessible form, but also problematic for Polish society to
relate to and, consequently, to care for. He argued that,
by and large, Poles felt no connection between their own
everyday lives and the remote world of sweatshops and
coffee farms. The limited awareness of, and interest in,
the burning problems facing the Global South can be at-
tributed to both the inadequacy of global education (see
Boenning, 2009; Popow, 2015) and, more generally, the
changing structure of employment in the modern soci-
eties whereby the majority is detached from the situa-
tion of farmers and commodity producers (Miller, 2003,
p. 363). Crucially, the IGR’s representative linked the ab-
sence of care for Southern producers to the financial pre-
cariousness experienced by a sizeable portion of Poles
(see Eurostat, 2017):
People are self-interested. Life in Poland is difficult.
Poland is a country of big social inequalities…People
generally tend to their own problems. The problems
of some remote countries on other continents are
very abstract to them. Foreign, abstract, and they
do not feel the connection, they do not feel the
shared responsibility.
According to the IGR, then, care for distant strangers
was contingent on two things: (1) having one’s own and
one’s family’s needs met (see Friedman, 1991), and (2)
knowledge (see Corbridge, 1993; Silk, 1998; Smith, 1998).
While the IGR might not have a direct influence on the
former, my interviewee’s conviction was that in the in-
terdependent world the situation in Poland would only
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improve as the situation changed globally (see Raghu-
ram et al., 2009), and that their organisation’s task was
to inform the society about it. Thus, for them, the con-
cern for distant producers was virtually identical to the
concern for oneself, one’s close ones and proximate oth-
ers: “We…link it to shared responsibility, that we stand in
solidarity with these [developing] countries, because it is
also in our best interest” (see Barnett et al., 2005; Smith,
1998). Thus, actions both “at home” and “at a distance”
were necessary.
5. Charting Oppositions and Alliances
In this section, I map the relationships constructed by
two distinct articulations of the dialectics of care ana-
lysed above. Two relations that I consider particularly
helpful can be termed “alliance” and “opposition”. In
the context of ethical trade, alliances are established
through the “logic of equivalence” whereby different
identities are discursively brought together in a caring
relationship (see Carpentier & Spinoy, 2008; Howarth,
1998). The forming of such alliances, however, always
involves the emergence of a different, negative iden-
tity (Torfing, 1999). Thus, the creation of a caring al-
liance entails the simultaneous construction of an uncar-
ing opposition.
Pizca del Mundo’s communication clearly positioned
the firm as a primary subject invested in caring for pro-
ducers (for similar findings in Hungarian fair trade organ-
isations see Dombos, 2008). Care emanated from their
moral commitment and guided the fair trade work that
they carried out in a close emotional and operational al-
liance with producers. The degree to which the firm’s
care for producers was personal depended on whether
the relationship involved embodied knowledge of a co-
operative or wasmediated through certificates issued by
fair trade labelling organisations. In any case, care for the
welfare of producers was materialised in the form of the
fair prices paid by the company.
Pizca del Mundo performed the care work in a more
or less tight alliance with other Polish fair trade organi-
sations. This alliance was characterised by the organisa-
tions’ willingness to compromise and, to an extent, over-
come their ideological differences in the name of their
shared concern for producers. To illustrate the workings
of this alliance, Aga described the setting up of the Fair
Trade Coalition in 2009 as follows “I found it very curious
that devoted Catholics sat at the same table with leftist
anarchists. And they were able to communicate some-
how, but in the end, they did not reach an agreement…At
the moment, however, we are cooperating”. The oper-
ations of the alliance were complemented by the pres-
ence on the Polish market of distributors and retailers
of organic and premium products, some of which might
also carry a fair trade certificate. The existence of such
“accidental” actors, not invested in the ideal of fair trade,
allowed the firm to reaffirm its identity as a caring and
ethical subject:
Maybe it is [about] different priorities, I do not know.
I am under the impression that there is a world of
these organisations and firms which are engaged in
fair trade because it is ethically important to them.
When it comes to selling, however, there are also com-
panies primarily concerned with selling organic prod-
uctswhich only incidentally sell fair trade products. Or
they simply sell premium-quality goods, and fair trade
products only incidentally.
Generally, the Polish fair trade market was described as
being composed primarily of caring organisations, secon-
darily of “accidental” sellers, and thirdly of a rather ran-
dom group of unintentional consumers interested solely
in high-quality products. Through such a strong em-
phasis on their concern with quality and simultaneous
downplaying of other possible motivations, consumers
were imagined as being indifferent to the predicament
of Southern producers. Thus, the firm assigned to con-
sumers an identity that was antithetical to their own car-
ing identity (see Carpentier & Spinoy, 2008, p. 10).
In fact, it seemed to Pizca del Mundo that the only
way to trigger consumers’ interest in fair trade and in the
predicament of Southern producers was through tactical
“trickery”. In other words, these issues had to be interwo-
ven into topics that consumers were likely to see asmore
exciting (see Touri, 2016):
We conduct workshops about fair trade, but we have
noticed that it is not a very sexy topic…Even when
we talk about the [negative social] effects of our
consumption, at the same time we tell people how
chocolate is produced, and it might be interesting to
them. Maybe even more interesting than the effects
of consumption.
This was this kind of pragmatic thinking that also inspired
the discourse of quality. Given the competing interests
of fair trade producers, i.e. the financial security partially
guaranteed by the fair compensation, and of consumers
who desired to pay the lowest possible price (Levi & Lin-
ton, 2003; Miller, 2003), quality appeared to be the only
middle ground where these hardly reconcilable stakes
could be negotiated. To be more specific, growing high-
quality crops helped producers to secure demand for
their products and sell them at a higher price, while pre-
mium quality potentially appealed to rational self-caring
consumers as an acceptable justification for a higher re-
tail price. Hence, emphasising quality appeared to be the
communication strategy that had the potential to enable
an agonistic relationship between producers and con-
sumers: even though their conflicting goals could never
be fully reconciled, they were both recognised as legiti-
mate (see Mouffe, 2005, p. 20). It is in this context that
Pizca del Mundo viewed its role as a caring mediator.
Meanwhile, the IGR’s communication proposed a dif-
ferent configuration of alliances and oppositions that
built on the vision of late capitalism as being geared to-
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wards advancing the position of those who were already
privileged at the cost of deepening the misery of those
who were deprived (see Miller, 2003). To me, this vision
seemed not only political, but also classed (see Mouffe,
1993). It fleshed out the already sharp division between
a small group of beneficiaries of the current trade ar-
rangements and a vast and interconnected group of the
oppressed. In this setting, the oppressor―and hence,
the uncaring opposition―was global capitalism with its
trade arrangements, institutions and zealots. In particu-
lar, the transnational corporations were singled out as
the primary beneficiaries of this system: “[In the issues
to do with tax justice] we mainly focus on corporations
who profit immensely, but usually do not pay taxes at all
in places where they generate the profits”.
Against these oppressors, the global alliance was to
be formed by the subjugated societies, Northern as well
as Southern. This cooperation was important not least
because of the capacity of the more consolidated institu-
tions and civil societies in the North to mitigate the ad-
verse effects of the oppression:
In reality, the [civil] society is stronger here, has a
stronger voice and a better developed legal system
safeguarded by a variety of institutions, and even
though we are affected by the same processes, their
effects are much smaller [in the North], because soci-
ety, press, NGOs will not allow, for example, a corpo-
ration to do whatever it pleases. In developing coun-
tries, where the state is very weak, [people] are sub-
jected to the same mechanisms, but they simply do
not have any defence systems. We are really under
the same jackboot.
In order to facilitate the emergence of such an alliance,
and acting on the view of Polish society as largely obliv-
ious to the global economic arrangements (see Popow,
2015), the IGR communication focused on exposing and
expounding global interdependencies:
Our idea is to look for connections. To tell that the
largest group suffering from hunger in the world are,
ironically, smallholder farmers. People who produce
food are those who suffer from malnutrition and
hunger. And we want to find connections, [show] that
they are affected by the same processes, and that the
effects of industrial food systems are adverse for both
them and us.
The idea here was to use communication to trigger iden-
tification and create a shared subject position for the
geographically dispersed peoples dispossessed by eco-
nomic globalisation: a subject position to which a com-
mon struggle for redistributive justice could be attached
(see Mouffe, 2005). In Poland, the IGR imagined, the so-
ciety would participate in this struggle primarily through
political advocacy:
Our campaigns are aimed at mobilising the society to
take action and pressure the decision-makers. While
advocacy identifies needs, opportunities, moments
[and] important situations, campaigns ought to mo-
bilise people to amplify the advocacy voice and to gen-
erate pressure to force the decision-makers to take ac-
tions that are in the society’s best interest.
In sum, in the context of global economy and trade, the
IGR attempted communicatively to transform the cur-
rent antagonism between care for oneself and one’s
close ones and care for distant strangers (see Miller,
2001) into a “caring chain of equivalence” whereby
care for oneself would interlock with care for distant
strangers (see Barnett et al., 2005). Consequently, par-
ties vulnerable to the dislocating effects of global cap-
italism, individuals as well as civil society organisations
and states, would form an alliance against the common
adversary in the shape of oppressive capitalism (see Car-
pentier & Spinoy, 2008, p. 12; Mouffe, 1993, pp. 18–19).
Such a project would be a micro-scale assault on the
global hegemony.
6. Discussion
The forthcoming discussion attempts to do two things.
It presents the subject positions constructed for con-
sumers by the two organisations and links them to the
vision of an individual subject that each organisation
plugged into. It also briefly reflects on how the discur-
sive self-understanding of Polish society impinges upon
ethical trade communication.
The dialectics of care articulated by Pizca del Mundo,
an organisation dealing primarily with trade and sales,
constructed Polish society solely as individualised con-
sumers. To be more specific, the public was addressed
as a collection of self-interested individuals whose pur-
chasing decisions were aimed at maximising their own
benefit. As buyingmore expensive fair trade products ap-
peared not to be sufficiently justified by the ethical rea-
sons alone, consumers needed to be “tricked” into sup-
porting Southern producers through harmonising their
gain with the benefit of producers. The firm regarded su-
perior quality of products as a feature appealing to price-
sensitive and self-concerned consumers (see Levi & Lin-
ton, 2003). In that regard, Pizca del Mundo reproduced
the self-fulfilling prophecy of the individualistic, rational
consumers who unintentionally contribute to the collec-
tive good (see Slater, 1997). In short, consumers were
addressed as individuals pursuing their own private in-
terests and indifferent to the predicament of producers
(see Barnett & Land, 2007). The presence of such a pes-
simistic view might be quite surprising in a movement
that defines itself by its reliance on consumer support
(Fairtrade International, 2018).
A similar self-image of ethical trade activists as
heroically struggling against the parochialism and self-
centrism in their society was previously identified in Hun-
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gary (Dombos, 2008). While the Hungarian ethical trade
movement constantly reiterated that the “West” was an
ideal to pursue and long for, the interview with Pizca
del Mundo was devoid of any such references. Rather,
the firm was at pains communicatively to convince the
society that Poland belonged much more closely to the
“West” than commonly imagined, particularly in financial
terms. In this light, I maintain that the scepticism of Pizca
del Mundo and some other Polish organisations towards
the idea of the selfless consumer results from the deeply
internalised image that they held of Polish society as be-
ing immature and still in transition into a modern, car-
ing society capable of looking beyond selfish, individual
and parochial interests (see Dombos, 2008; Kuus, 2004;
Popow, 2015).
The IGR’s communication, in turn, was devised to ad-
dress Poles as citizens, albeit functioning in a not yet
fully developed civil society (see Makowski, 2010). Un-
like consumers, citizens were assigned moral virtues and
ethical responsibilities that extendedbeyond themaximi-
sation of their own profit. A citizen was perceived as a
subject located in the political sphere in pursuit of more
or less public interest (see Stolle & Micheletti, 2013).
From this originated the belief that informing Polish cit-
izens about the interconnections and interdependence
that bound them together with Southern producers and
workers would potentially expand the horizon of their
narrowly formulated interests to incorporate care for dis-
tant producers with whom they could empathise (Cor-
bridge, 1993). Here, the capacity of individuals to care
for distant strangerswas predicated upon political aware-
ness and imagination as well as upon a civic responsi-
bility and capability for public engagement. The poten-
tial for care was, however, perceived as being some-
what crippled by the increasing social inequalities and
the poverty and marginalisation persisting among lower
social classes. While such a perception undoubtedly re-
flected certain lived realities, I posit that it also hinted at
the benevolently and empathically articulated “internal
orientalisation”, whereby some segments of Polish soci-
ety were regarded as non-culpable victims of both the
post-socialist transition and the global corporate capital-
ism (Grzymski, 2010, p. 75).
In sum, the communication tactics of the two organi-
sations, although significantly different, both considered
the “local moral horizons” and personal experiences of
their situated audiences (Tomlinson, 1999, p. 179). They
took into account the semi-peripheral position of Poland
in the world economy (e.g., Zarycki, 2014) and the asso-
ciated financial dissatisfaction. Furthermore, their com-
munication was shaped by the threefold social legacy of
the relatively recent democratic transition. Firstly, Pizca
del Mundo in particular was cognisant of the late arrival
of consumerism in Poland (Mróz, 2010) and, therefore,
communicated the purchasing of their high-quality, eth-
ical products as “indulgent” rather than restrained con-
sumption. Secondly, both organisations acknowledged
the reluctance towards politics and low political partici-
pation in the society (Makowski, 2010). While Pizca del
Mundo responded by eschewing politics in their com-
munication altogether, the IGR strategically promoted
“civic”, rather than political, actions. Thirdly, both organi-
sations diagnosed the self-orientalising mindset present
in Polish society: an inferiority complex manifest in a self-
perception that rests on deep-seated feelings of periph-
erality, backwardness and underdevelopment (Grzymski,
2010; Popow, 2015; Törquist-Plewa, 2002; Zarycki, 2014).
With that inmind, the IGR explicitly focused its communi-
cation on raising awareness of global interdependencies
and Poland’s place therein. For Pizca del Mundo, in turn,
education of consumers was a long-term goal, pursued
through non-commercial activities such as school work-
shops. It was also secondary to the financial support for
distant farmers that was ensured by ethically sourcing
and selling their products.
7. Conclusion
This article used the notion of the dialectics of care,
inspired by Miller’s (2001) dialectics of shopping, to
inquire, by means of discourse-theoretical analysis of
two interviews, how Polish ethical trade organisations
used their communication to negotiate care for South-
ern producers and workers. Firstly, I identified two tac-
tics through which care for Southern producers was pro-
posed to consumers: (1) embedding it into the discourse
of product quality, and (2) linking it to care for one-
self, one’s family and society by raising awareness of the
global interconnectedness. Secondly, I examined the re-
lationships constructed by these articulations of the di-
alectics of care. Again, I uncovered two radically different
approaches. The first one located Pizca del Mundo in a
caring alliancewith producers and positioned consumers
as the inherently self-interested, uncaring opposition.
Here, product quality emerged as the only possible com-
mon ground on which the conflicting interests of produc-
ers and consumers could be negotiated. In this context,
communication served Pizca del Mundo to “trick” con-
sumers into supporting fair trade. The second dialectics
of care sought to forge a caring alliance between Polish
society and distant producers on the basis of being af-
fected by the same global economic processes andmech-
anisms, albeit to different degrees. Thus, the goal of IGR’s
communication was discursively to create a caring chain
of equivalence, a global class of the oppressed, uniting
Northern consumers and Southern producers in opposi-
tion to transnational corporations and other institutions
of global capitalism.
This article sought to contribute to the nuancing of
the usually normative research on ethical trade (e.g.,
Adams & Raisborough, 2011; Archer & Fritsch, 2010;
Goodman, 2004; Low & Davenport, 2005; Popke, 2006)
through empirically investigating how organisations ap-
propriate elements of the discursive repertoire of ethi-
cal trade, particularly care and the “Global North”, into
their actual communication practices. Theoretically, it
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proposed and conceptualised care as one of the moral
dispositions put forward by ethical trade communication.
Thus, instead of assuming that a particularmoral outlook
is embedded in the idea of ethical trade itself and auto-
matically transmitted through the various practices asso-
ciated with it, this article inquired how care was commu-
nicatively constructed andwhat subjects it called into be-
ing. By adopting a firmly empirical approach, this article
demonstrated how normative concepts are negotiated
in the actual communication practices “on the ground”.
For media and communication studies, and the ethics of
communication in particular, this article reaffirmed the
significance of analysing communication in the broadly
understood social context in which it is produced (Sil-
verstone, 2005). Finally, given the negligible interest of
Polish media in global economy and ethical trade, this
study necessarily transposed the ethical notion of medi-
ation to themundane communication practices of organ-
isations outside the media sector. By removing the con-
cept ofmediation from the familiar domain of journalism
and media content (Chouliaraki, 2008; Silverstone, 2002,
2005), this study set a modest example for research con-
cerned with ethics of communication beyond media or-
ganisations and in the context of niche social causes.
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